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Kinetics of the reaction Br+ CH2ClBr T CHClBr + HBr (1, -1) were studied experimentally in the forward
direction. The absolute reaction kinetics method of laser flash photolysis coupled with Br atom resonance
fluorescence detection and three different relative-rate methods with gas-chromatographic analysis were applied
to carry out the experiments. The rate constants determined were found to obey the Arrhenius law in the
wide temperature range ofT ) 293-785 K providing the kinetic expressionk1 ) (2.8 ( 0.1) × 1013 exp[-
(47.6( 0.3) kJ mol-1/RT] cm3 mol-1 s-1 (the errors given refer to 1σ precision). An ab initio direct dynamics
method was used to study reaction (1,-1) theoretically. The electronic structure information including
geometries, gradients, and force constants was obtained at the MP2 level of theory; and energies were improved
at higher theoretical levels. Rate constants were calculated using the canonical variational transition state
theory with small-curvature tunneling correction over the temperature range 200-1000 K. Theory substantially
underestimatesk1 compared to experiment. The agreement was found good withk-1 reported previously
predicting positive temperature dependence. The experimental kinetic parameters were utilized in thermo-
chemical calculations yielding the recommended standard enthalpy of formation of∆fH°298 (CHClBr) ) (140
( 4) kJ mol-1 (with 2σ accuracy given).

1. Introduction

Experimental and theoretical studies of the kinetics and
dynamics of “bromination equilibrium reactions”, such as
reaction (1,-1), have been and continue to be the focus of
research interest for several reasons.

Bromine atoms are known to be highly effective in depleting
the Earth’s ozone layer through catalytic cycles.1 The main
source of Br is CH3Br, but CH2ClBr is also a permanent
biogenic halocarbon that contributes to the bromine load of the
atmosphere.2-4 (Br without the spectroscopic term symbol
designates ground-state Br(2P3/2) atom throughout the paper.)

Experimental studies of the kinetics of equilibria involving
the reactions of Br atoms with organic molecules have been a
major source of thermochemical information on polyatomic free
radicals for more than 60 years.5-8 To add to this importance,
the long-lasting debate continues in the chemical kinetics and
dynamics literature on whether the reactions of hydrocarbon
free radicals with HBr have positive or negative temperature
dependence. (For recent developments of the debate see, e.g.,
refs 9-15.)

We have decided to study the kinetics of the reaction of Br
atoms with CH2ClBr (reaction 1) with the main objective to

provide data for comparison with theory in a wide range of
temperatures. A further motivation has been to determine a
reliable enthalpy of formation value for the CHClBr radical by
combining the kinetics information from the present study with
that available for the reverse (-1) reaction.16

Both absolute and relative-rate (competitive-kinetics) methods
are used in the experiments to be presented. We have found
these methods to be essentially complementary to each other
for the purpose of the present study. Reaction 1 is relatively
slow for absolute techniques, and therefore the absolute kinetics
measurements were carried out at elevated temperatures, while
the relative-rate techniques were better suited for investigations
at lower temperatures down to ambient.

In the present work, we perform a theoretical study of reac-
tion (1, -1), i.e., in both directions. We first calculate the
stationary point properties by using high level ab initio methods.
In a second step, we apply theoretical information along the
reaction path in a way which is usually referred to as a “direct
dynamics” method.17 This method describes a chemical reaction
by using energies, gradients, and Hessians, “on the fly”, along
the reaction path. Such an approach has been successfully
applied for several hydrogen abstraction reactions; see, e.g., refs
17-19. Finally, in a third step, we obtain kinetic information
by performing variational transition-state theory (VTST) cal-
culations with the inclusion of multidimensional tunneling
effects (SCT).

To our knowledge, this is the first report of a combined
experimental and direct dynamics study for a Br atom
reaction.
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2. Experimental Section

Four experimental techniques were applied to study the
kinetics of the reaction of Br atoms with CH2ClBr. A schematic
drawing of the experimental setups is presented in Figure 1.
Figure 1 serves also to summarize some of the abbreviations
used in the current paper.

2.1. Absolute Kinetics Technique.Laser flash photolysis
(LP) coupled with time-resolved resonance fluorescence spec-
trometry of Br atoms (RF) was applied to determine absolute
rate constants for reaction 1. The apparatus and methodology
were very similar to those described previously.20

The reactor was constructed of stainless steel and heated
electrically. A recently installed temperature controller provided
stability of the reaction temperature within(0.5 K (T ≈ 750
K). (The quoted uncertainties throughout this paper are 1σ of
the measurement precision, unless otherwise stated, and do not
include estimated systematic errors.) The reaction temperature
was measured in the middle of the cell with a retractable
shielded thermocouple. Optical windows were attached to the
reactor through water-cooled, O-ring-sealed flanges.

The 248 nm exciplex laser photolysis of the reactant molecule
CH2ClBr proved to be a convenient source of Br atoms. The
laser energy entering the reactor was kept low and changed by
means of metal sieves when the CH2ClBr concentration was
varied in the kinetic experiments in order to maintain a small,
approximately constant initial Br atom concentration ([Br]0 ≈
(2-5) × 10-13 mol cm-3). In the present arrangement, the Br
atom resonance fluorescence lamp, operated with flowing Br2

(0.1%)/He through a microwave discharge, was attached directly
to the reactor through a CaF2 window. The induced Br atom
resonance fluorescence (λ ≈ 160 nm) was detected by a solar-
blind PM at right angles to both the laser beam and the RF
analytical light beam through a BaF2 filter (λ g 135 nm). The
BaF2 filter prevented the possible impurity radiation of excited
O and Cl atoms from entering the photomultiplier. Dry N2 was
flown in front of the PM tube to prevent absorption of the Br
resonance fluorescence radiation by O2.

The reaction mixtures were flown through the cell at a rate
sufficient to replenish its content after four or five laser flashes
so that the complications from product accumulation could be
avoided. The main He flow and the CH2ClBr flow, premixed
(∼10%) in helium, were regulated by an electronic mass flow
controller and a needle valve, respectively. The concentration
of CH2ClBr was obtained by measuring its partial flow with
the pressure-rise method and from the overall pressure in the
reactor. Br atom fluorescence decay traces were captured by a
digital storage oscilloscope and transferred to a PC for averaging
and further analysis. Signals from 500-2000 laser shots were
averaged to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. The detection limit
for [Br] was less than 3× 10-15 mol cm-3.

The LP/RF technique was used at the highest temperature
range of the investigations (T ) 699-785 K).

2.2. Relative-Rate Techniques.In the relative-rate ex-
periments rate constant ratios,k1/k2, were determined. The
reference was the reaction of Br atoms with neopentane (2,2-
dimethylpropane) for which absolute kinetic parameters are

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the experimental setups used for kinetic studies of the reaction of Br atoms with CH2ClBr. LP/RF) laser flash
photolysis/resonance fluorescence absolute kinetics method. RR(A)/GC) relative-rate method: photobromination with gas-chromatographic
determination of products. RR(B)/GC) relative-rate method: photobromination with gas-chromatographic determination of the consumption of
reactants. RR(C)/GC) relative-rate method: thermal bromination with gas-chromatographic determination of products. MR) metal reactor equipped
with water-cooled window holders, SR) Suprasil reactor, PR) Pyrex reactor, QR) quartz reactor; SW) Suprasil window, BaF2W) BaF2

window, CaF2W&L) CaF2 window and CaF2 lens, SL) Suprasil lens; IRF) infrared filter, COF) cutoff filter, WF ) water filter; M ) Al
mirror; SH) shutter; GC) sampling port for GC analysis; RH) regulated resistance heating, TH) thermostat; TC) retractable thermocouple;
PM ) photomultiplier.
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available from our previous study.21

Sources of Br atoms were either the stationary photolysis or
the thermal decomposition of Br2.

RR(A)/GC Method.Application of this method involved
performing competitive photobromination experiments with
CH2ClBr/neo-C5H12/Br2/He mixtures in combination with gas-
chromatographic determination of the products CHClBr2 and
neo-C5H11Br. The experimental apparatus and procedure were
similar to those described, e.g., in refs 22 and 23. The RR(A)/
GC measurements were carried out at and above room temper-
ature in∼120 K temperature interval.

The reactor was a cylindrical Suprasil cell of 150 cm3 volume
equipped with plane-parallel windows. It was surrounded by a
thermostating oil jacket allowing the reaction temperature to
be kept constant within(0.2 K. Br2/He and (CH2ClBr + neo-
C5H12)/He mixtures were prepared manometrically in a con-
ventional vacuum line and stored in large volumes. The reactants
were admixed in the photolysis cell and were filled up to 1 bar
with He. Irradiation was made by the parallel light beam of a
high-pressure mercury arc. A 350 nm cutoff filter was applied
to prevent the photodecomposition of the organic reactants and
products while allowing the photolysis of Br2. The irradiation
time was varied from 1.5 to 180 min depending on the reaction
temperature to keep the formation of the secondary bromination
products as low as possible. The conversion of CH2ClBr and
neo-C5H12 was always less than 7%. No dark reactions were
observed even at the highest temperature photolytic experiments
(T ) 413 K). The reaction products were measured by
isothermal (383 K) gas chromatography using a 3 mdinonyl-
sebacate (10%)/Chromosorb W column and a flame ionization
(FID) detector; N2 was the carrier gas. The photolysis cell was
equipped with a GC sampling port, which included a septum
joint and could be evacuated separately. After irradiation, the
sampling line was flashed through with the reaction mixture
and samples for GC analysis were withdrawn by a gastight
syringe. Measured peak areas were corrected for the relative
sensitivities of the detector response that was accurately
determined by calibrations with authentic samples.

RR(B)/GC Method.This is also a photolysis method, but in
this case the consumption of the reactants, CH2ClBr and
neo-C5H12, was measured and compared. Similar experiments
were described, e.g., by Bierbach et al.24 The RR(B)/GC
experiments were conducted in a 10 L Pyrex bulb, close to room
temperature.

The reaction mixture, besides CH2ClBr, neo-C5H12, and Br2,
contained also an inert gas-chromatographic internal standard,
perfluoro-methyl-cyclohexane (c-C7F14), in order to determine
the consumption of the organic reactants even at low conversions
accurately. The organics and Br2 were measured into the reactor
manometrically, and the total reaction pressure was set to 1.0
bar with He.

For photolytic production of Br atoms, we used a modified
movie projector, the light source of which was a 3 kW Xearc.
A parabolic reflector collimated the light of the Xe arc to a
parallel beam of about 30 cm diameter. The IR component from
the irradiating light beam was removed by means of a heat
reflecting mirror in the lamp house and a water filter of 15 cm
optical path length placed in front of the reactor. To maintain
uniform reaction conditions in the irradiated mixture, the bulb
was rotated with a speed of 16 rpm and a wall mirror was placed
behind it. The reaction temperature was measured with a
retractable thermocouple and was found constant,T ) 310( 3

K, in the whole reaction volume. The photolysis time was varied
between 20 and 300 min, and the conversion of the reactants
was in the range of 6-55%.

Samples for analysis were withdrawn by a gastight syringe
through a septum connected to a glass capillary tube which
reached in the center of the bulb. The dead volume of the
sampling line was evacuated and flushed before sampling.

The concentrations of the organic reactants were determined
by temperature programmed gas chromatography using a 3 m
Porapak P column and FID. Calibrations against the internal
standard were accomplished with gas samples of known
composition.

RR(C)/GC Method.The source of Br atoms was the thermal
decomposition of Br2, and here again products were measured
by GC. The 180 cm3 cylindrical reactor was made of fused silica.
It was placed in an electric oven, in which forced air circulation
provided uniform temperature within(0.5 K. The temperature
was regulated by means of a feedback system the sensing
element of which was a Pt resistance thermometer. The transient
temperature regimes were minimized by using capillary tubing
in the gas-filling/sampling lines. Also, the reaction components
were premixed and preheated to 413 K in a separate volume
before entering the reactor. Gas-chromatographic analyses were
done as described above for RR(A)/GC. The temperature range
was the closest to that of the LP/RF investigations but not yet
overlapping (T ) 435-583 K).

Materials. He (99.996%, Messer-Hungaria) was used as
provided. CH2ClBr (99%, Aldrich), neo-C5H12 (99%, Fluka),
CHClBr2 (98%, Aldrich), neo-C5H11Br (98%, Aldrich), and
c-C7F14 (97%, Fluka) were degassed by freeze-pump-thaw
cycles prior to use. Br2 (99+%, Aldrich) was stored over KBr
and subjected to several low-temperature trap-to-trap distillations
to remove traces of Cl2.

3. Computational Method

3.1. Ab Initio Calculations. Molecular orbital calculations
were carried out using the GAUSSIAN 98 system of pro-
grams.25 The geometrical parameters were fully optimized
at the second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation (MP2) theoreti-
cal level26 with full electron correlation using the 6-31G(d,p)
basis set. Singlet states (molecules) and doublet states (radicals)
were calculated applying the restricted version (R) and the
unrestricted version (U) of the theory, respectively. This is our
level 0 ((R-U)MP2)FULL/6-31G(d,p)).

At this MP2/6-31G(d,p) level we have constructed the
“intrinsic reaction coordinate” (IRC), or minimum energy path
(MEP), starting from the saddle point geometry and going
downhill to both the asymptotic reactant and product valleys in
mass-weighted Cartesian coordinates with a gradient step size
of 0.02 bohr amu1/2. Along this MEP, the reaction coordinate,
s, is defined as the signed distance from the saddle point, with
s < 0 referring to the Br+ CH2ClBr reactants’ side. In the
present work,s is given in bohr, and the reduced mass to scale
the coordinates27 is set to 1 amu. Moreover, both the harmonic
vibrational frequencies and the reaction path curvature compo-
nents were computed each two points along the reaction path
in the ranges ) (1 bohr.

In a second step, in order to obtain more reliable reaction
energy and barrier height, we have performed single-point
energy calculations at higher theoretical levels:

LeVel I. In this case single-point calculations were carried
out at the fourth order of Møller-Plesset perturbation theory
with the frozen-core approximation and single, double,
triple, and quadruple replacements (MP4SDTQ), using the

Br + neo-C5H12 f neo-C5H11 + HBr (2)
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6-311G(3d,2p) basis set. The energy obtained in this way is
denoted by

This approach presents two problems. First, it is well-known
that MP perturbation theory converges slowly, especially in the
case of free radicals.28,29 Second, as the UHF wave function is
not necessarily an eigenfunction of theS2 operator, we find spin
contamination in the radicals. The saddle point presents the
largest expectation value ofS2: 0.786 at the UMP2/6-31G(d,p)
level. This contamination was corrected by use of projecting
operators as implemented in GAUSSIAN 98.25 The energy after
the spin decontamination will be PMPn (projected MPn).

LeVel II. The procedure applied here corresponds to single-
point calculations of the total electronic energy by means of
single and double coupled cluster theory with inclusion of a
perturbative estimate for triple excitations,30 CCSD(T), using
the 6-311G(d,p) basis set. We denote this energy as

LeVel III. Gaussian-2 (G2) Theory.The G2 theory is based
on a combination of ab initio calculations and is described fully
in the original paper.31 In brief, it uses structures optimized at
the MP2/6-31G(d) level and energies calculated at the MP4/6-
311G(d,p) level and augmented by corrections for diffuse
functions, a correction for higher polarization functions, a
correction for correlation effects beyond fourth-order perturba-
tion theory, and an empirical higher-level correction to account
for remaining basis set deficiencies. Although G2 was not
specifically designed to compute reaction transition states, the
performance of this method was found remarkably good for
different classes of reactions.32,33 The classical barrier heights
for the studied reactions were predicted with an absolute average
deviation of about 6 kJ mol-1, but the G2 method was concluded
less successful in predicting geometries and frequencies.32,33

3.2. Direct Dynamics Calculations.We have performed a
generalized normal-mode analysis projecting out frequencies at
each point along the MEP.34 With this information, we have
calculated, first, the ground-state vibrationally adiabatic potential
curve

whereVMEP(s) is the classical energy along the MEP with its
zero at the reactants (s ) -∞), and εint

G(s) is the zero-point
energy at s from the generalized normal-mode vibrations
orthogonal to the reaction coordinate. As a second step, the
coupling terms,Bk,F(s), were computed. TheBk,F(s) terms
quantify the coupling between the normal mode,k, and the
motion along the reaction coordinate, modeF. They control
the nonadiabatic flow of energy35,36 allowing us to calculate
accurate semiclassical tunneling factors, i.e., dynamical features.
The coupling terms are also components of the reaction path
curvature,κ(s), defined as

Finally, the energies, vibrational frequencies, geometries, and
gradients along the MEP were used to estimate rate constants
by using variational transition state theory (VTST). We calcu-
lated thermal rates using the canonical variational theory37,38

(CVT) approach which locates the dividing surface between
reactants and products at a points*,CVT(T) along the reac-

tion path that minimizes the generalized TST rate constants,
kGT(T,s), for a given temperature,T. Thermodynamically, this
is equivalent to locating the transition state at the maximum
∆GGT,°[T,s*,CVT(T)] of the standard-state free energy of activa-
tion profile ∆G(T,s).37,38 Thus, the thermal rate constant will
be given by

wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant,h is Planck’s constant,σ is
the reaction degeneracy (the number of equivalent reaction paths,
which were taken 2 and 1 for the forward and reverse reactions,
respectively), andK° is the reciprocal of the standard-state
concentration, taken as 1 mol cm-3 (we note, however, that all
thermochemical quantities reported in our paper refer to the
usual 1 bar standard state).

As a last step, we consider the tunneling contribution. Since
we have information only on the reaction path, the centrifugal-
dominant small-curvature tunneling (SCT)39,40 approximation
is used.

All kinetics and dynamics calculations were carried out with
the general polyatomic rate constant code POLYRATE.40

4. Experimental Results

4.1. Rate Constants for Reaction 1.LP/RF Results.The
absolute kinetics experiments were carried out atT ) 699-
785 K reaction temperature and pressures in the range ofP )
160-215 mbar, in He buffer gas. The bimolecular rate constant,
k1, was determined by the usual pseudo-first-order experimental
approach of monitoring the concentration-reaction time ([Br]/
t) profiles after laser flashes in the presence of a large excess
of the reactants, [CH2ClBr] . [Br] 0; [CH2ClBr]/[Br] 0 > 105.

In the absence of interfering parallel or consecutive reactions,
which significantly consume or re-form the Br atoms, the decay
of Br concentration is given by the simple rate expression

where [Br]0 and [Br]t are the concentrations of Br at times zero
and t, respectively,I0 and It are the corresponding resonance
fluorescence signal strengths,k1′ is the measured pseudo-first-
order rate (decay) constant, andkd is the first-order rate constant
for removal of Br in the absence of CH2ClBr and is primarily
attributed to diffusion out of the detection volume.

The temporal profile of [Br] followed a single-exponential
decay in all experiments according to eq IV. Nonlinear least-
squares analysis was applied to obtain the pseudo-first-order
rate constants at different temperatures. The fitting procedure
supplied thek1′ parameters with small errors that were taken
equal in further analyses. Plots of the pseudo-first-order rate
constants vs [CH2ClBr] yielded the bimolecular rate constants
as linear least squares slopes. Representative examples of such
plots are presented in Figure 2. The intercepts providedkd )
(47 ( 7) s-1 with slight increase with temperature within the
given range. The experimental conditions applied, and the
kinetic results obtained have been summarized in Table 1.
Observation of a linear dependence ofk1′ on [CH2ClBr] and
invariance ofk1 to variations in [Br]0 (see Table 1) serve as
arguments that no significant systematic errors due to secondary
chemistry were involved in the measurements. The possible
systematic errors were assessed by further investigations below:

(R-U)MP4SDTQ/6-311G(3d,2p)//
(R-U)MP2)FULL/6-31G(d,p)

CCSD(T)/6-311G(d,p)//(R-U)MP2)FULL/6-31G(d,p)

Va
G(s) ) VMEP(s) + εint

G(s) (I)

κ(s) ) (∑[Bk,F(s)]
2)1/2 (II)

kCVT(T) ) σ
kBT

h
K° exp[∆GGT,°(T,s* ,CVT)/kBT] (III)

[Br] t/[Br] 0 ) It/I0 ) exp(-k1′t) (IV)

k1′ ) k1[CH2ClBr] + kd (V)
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Br reacts relatively slowly with CH2ClBr, and so reactive
impurities even in small concentration might have caused an
overestimation ofk1. Thus, we have analyzed the purity of the
CH2ClBr sample by GC on three different-polarity columns:
no impurities could be detected.

In the LP/RF experiments the source of ground-state bromine
atoms was the laser photolysis of CH2ClBr: CH2ClBr + hν(248
nm) f Br(2P3/2) + CHClBr. Energetically it is possible that
spin-orbit-excited Br(2P1/2) (hereafter designated as Br*) and
ground-state Cl(2P3/2) atoms might also be produced at this
wavelength. In a detailed photodissociation-dynamics experi-
mental study, McGivern and co-workers41 have shown, however,
that practically only the ground-state Br(2P3/2) is formed. In a
test experiment, we could not detect Cl atoms for the 248 nm
photolysis of CH2ClBr by using the Cl atom resonance
fluorescence detection technique.

The lowest applicable reaction temperature was explored by
trial experiments conducted between 633 and 683 K. Very high
concentrations of CH2ClBr had to be used which involved a
high initial concentration of Br atoms and therefore an over-
estimation ofk1 in this temperature range. The highest temper-
ature accessible for quantitative kinetic studies was limited by
the thermal decomposition of CH2ClBr that probably occurred
on the hot surface of the metal reactor.

The temperature dependence of the rate constant for the
reaction Br+ CH2ClBr (1) can be described by the Arrhenius
expression ofk1 ) (5.0 ( 0.5) × 1013 exp[(-51.2 ( 0.6 kJ
mol-1)/RT)] cm3 mol-1 s-1 (T ) 699-785 K) by results of the
LP/RF absolute kinetics experiments. (The Arrhenius parameters
in this work have been obtained by nonlinear least-squares
analysis of the experimental data withNexp/σi

2 weighting.)

RR(A)/GC and RR(C)/GC Results.The essence of the two
experimental methods is the same, competitive bromination with
measurement of products; therefore the results obtained with
them are presented together although the way of production of
Br atoms was different.

The RR(A)/GC photobromination experiments were carried
out atT ) 293-413 K and the RR(C)/GC thermal brominations
between 435 and 583 K both in 1.0 bar of He. The experimental
conditions and results are given in Table 2.

The reaction systems studied are described by the following
reaction mechanism:

In analogy with the reactions of other carbon-centered free
radicals with Br2,42,43 reactions 3 and 4 are likely to be fast.
Thus, at the long reaction chains and for low conversions with
respect to the organic reactants, the reverse reactions-1 and
-2 can be neglected6 and rate constant ratios are related to the
measured product concentration ratios by the simple equation

where the subscript 0 designates initial concentration.
The validity of eq VI was tested over a range of bromine

concentrations, [CH2ClBr]0/[neo-C5H11]0 ratios, and photolysis
times, and thek1/k2 ratios were found invariant to these changes
at a given reaction temperature. No dark reaction could be
observed even for the highest temperature photolytic experi-
ments (T ) 413 K).

The rate constant ratios were placed on the absolute scale by
taking the rate constant expression for the reference reaction
Br + neo-C5H12 (2) from ref 21, i.e.,k2 ) (6.9 ( 2.3) × 1014

exp[(-57.6 ( 2.1 kJ mol-1)/RT] cm3 mol-1 s-1 (T ) 688-
775 K). The derivedk1 values, with propagated errors, are listed
in Table 2.

The temperature dependence of reaction 1 has been found to
obey the Arrhenius expression by the relative-rate measurements
as well with the kinetic parameters ofA1 ) (3.4 ( 2.2)× 1013

cm3 mol-1 s-1 andEA,1 ) (47.4 ( 2.0) kJ mol-1 (T ) 293-
413 K, RR(A)/GC) andA1 ) (2.1 ( 2.4) × 1013 cm3 mol-1

s-1 andEA,1 ) (45.4( 5.2) kJ mol-1 (T ) 435-583 K, RR(C)/
GC).

RR(B)/GC Results.These are the results from our “big-bulb”
photobromination experiments when the depletion of the organic
reactants was determined at different reaction times (t). Provided
that CH2ClBr and neo-C5H12 reacted only with Br atoms as
expected for the experimental conditions employed (see in Table
2), then

Thus, a plot of ln([CH2ClBr]0/[CH2ClBr]t) against ln([neo-
C5H11]0/[neo-C5H11]t) should be a straight line with slope of
k1/k2 and an intercept of zero. The data obtained from several

Figure 2. Representative plots of pseudo-first-order rate constant vs
the CH2ClBr concentration obtained from LP/RF absolute kinetics
experiments. The inset shows a typical Br atom resonance fluorescence
decay with a single-exponential fit to the experimental data.

TABLE 1: Summary of Experimental Conditions and
Kinetic Results for the LP/RFa Experimentsb

T (K)

[CH2ClBr]
(10-9 mol

cm-3)
k1′

(s-1)

[Br] 0

(10-13 mol
cm-3)

k1

(1010 cm3

mol-1 s-1) Nexp
c

699( 3 1.3-5.2 52-77 1.7-6.7 0.80( 0.05 12
714( 1 1.1-4.2 45-73 1.2-8.6 0.89( 0.07 10
722( 1 1.5-7.8 48-121 1.3-9.6 0.94( 0.07 18
732( 1 0.6-6.6 44-109 0.8-3.8 1.01( 0.10 16
747( 1 0.4-8.5 44-137 3.5-21.5 1.34( 0.05 16
758( 4 1.2-7.6 58-152 1.3-8.3 1.49( 0.10 17
785( 3 1.0-5.7 54-170 1.7-5.3 1.85( 0.15 12

a Laser flash photolysis/resonance fluorescence absolute reaction
kinetics method.b Errors are 1σ statistical uncertainties.c Number of
experiments.

Br2 + hν or ∆ f 2Br (initiation)

Br + CH2ClBr T CHClBr + HBr (1, -1)

Br + neo-C5H12 T neo-C5H11 + HBr (2, -2)

CHClBr + Br2 f CHClBr2 + Br (3)

neo-C5H11 + Br2 f neo-C5H11Br + Br (4)

k1/k2 ) ([CHClBr2] × [neo-C5H11]0)/

([neo-C5H11Br] × [CH2ClBr]0) (VI)

ln([CH2ClBr]0/[CH2ClBr] t) )
(k1/k2)ln([neo-C5H11]0/[neo-C5H11]t) (VII)
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irradiations are plotted in accordance with eq VII in Figure 3.
Least-squares analysis of the data yields the rate constant ratio
k1/k2 ) 2.64 ( 0.05 (T ) 310 K) with an intercept of zero
within the experimental uncertainties (the intercept is-0.04(
0.06(2σ)). This rate constant ratio agrees well withk1/k2 ) 2.56
( 0.11 (T ) 312 K) that was obtained by applying the RR(A)/
GC method (see above).

Temperature Dependence of k1. The rate constants determined
with the different experimental methods are presented as a plot
of ln k1 vs 1/T in Figure 4. The temperature dependence is
described very well by a straight line providing the recom-
mended rate constant expression from our current experimental
study:

4.2. Enthalpy of Formation for the CHClBr Radical . The
kinetic results obtained for the reaction between bromine atom

and CH2ClBr (reaction 1), together with the kinetic data for
the reverse reaction CHClBr+ HBr (reaction-1),16 have been
used to determine the standard enthalpy of formation for the
CHClBr radical,∆fH°298(CHClBr). (For a detailed example of
deriving thermochemical data from kinetic results by using
second law and third law methods, see, e.g., ref 20).

The kinetics of reaction-1 were investigated by Seetula16

applying laser flash photolysis in a heatable tubular reactor
coupled to a photoionization mass spectrometer (LP/PIMS).
From measurements performed in the wide temperature range
of 414-787 K, he has proposed the rate equation ofk-1 ) (3.0
( 0.7) × 1011 exp[-(8.2 ( 0.3) kJ mol-1/RT] cm3 mol-1 s-1.

In the second law derivation, the enthalpy change in reaction
1 is taken as the difference of the activation energies for the
forward and reverse reactions at the mean temperature, 600 K,

TABLE 2: Summary of Experimental Conditions and Kinetic Results for the Relative-Rate (RR) Experimentsa (P ) 1.0 bar of
He)

T (K)
[CH2ClBr]0

(10-7 mol cm-3)
[neo-C5H12]0

(10-7 mol cm-3)
[Br2]0

(10-7 mol cm-3) k1/k2
b

k1
c

(cm3 mol-1 s-1) Nexp
d

RR(A)/GCe Results
293( 3 8.19-16.38 2.73-5.46 1.97-2.73 3.30( 0.10 (1.21( 1.14)× 105 4
312.0( 0.2 8.19-13.11 2.73-4.37 1.64-3.28 2.56( 0.11 (3.99( 3.59)× 105 4
323.0( 0.2 8.19-13.11 2.73-4.37 1.64-2.73 2.16( 0.02 (7.17( 6.03)× 105 4
333.0( 0.2 5.08-13.11 1.69-4.37 1.64-2.73 2.00( 0.04 (1.27( 1.05)× 106 5
343.0( 0.2 8.19-13.11 2.73-4.37 2.18-2.73 1.74( 0.08 (2.02( 1.69)× 106 3
345.0( 0.2 8.19-11.47 2.73-3.82 1.64-2.73 1.71( 0.08 (2.23( 1.86)× 106 4
355.0( 0.5 8.19-9.83 2.73-3.28 1.64-2.73 1.45( 0.03 (3.33( 2.63)× 106 3
373.0( 0.5 6.56-8.19 2.18-2.73 1.64-2.18 1.28 (7.54( 5.87)× 106 2
383.0( 0.5 8.19 2.73 2.18 1.11 (1.06( 0.82)× 107 1
393.0( 0.5 8.20 2.73 2.18-2.73 0.99( 0.11 (1.50(1.23)× 107 3
413.0( 0.5 6.56-8.19 2.18-2.73 1.64-2.73 1.04( 0.01 (3.70( 2.56)× 107 4
435.0( 0.5 6.56-8.19 2.18-2.73 1.64-2.73 0.9 (7.49( 5.24)× 107 2

RR(B)/GCf Results
310( 3 0.242-0.489 0.081-0.163 0.807-1.42 2.61( 0.05 (3.53( 3.10)× 105 17

RR(C)/GCg Results
465.0( 0.5 10.33 3.44 2.75 0.74 (1.72( 1.14)× 108 2
483.5( 0.5 4.97-7.95 1.66-2.65 1.66 0.58 (2.35( 1.51)× 108 3
503.0( 0.5 4.77-5.73 1.59-1.91 1.27-1.59 0.58( 0.01 (4.16( 2.53)× 108 3
523( 1 4.59 1.53 1.53 0.52( 0.03 (6.31( 4.00)× 108 3
543( 1 3.53-5.31 1.18-1.77 0.88-1.47 0.45( 0.03 (8.90( 5.59)× 108 5
583( 1 3.29 1.10 0.82-1.37 0.37 (1.76( 1.04)× 109 3

a Errors are 1σ statistical uncertainties.b Reference reaction: Br+ neo-C5H12 (2). c The rate constant ratios have been resolved by the absolute
Arrhenius parameters reported in ref 21 for reaction 2.d Number of experiments.e Photobromination with gas-chromatographic determination of
products.f Photobromination with gas-chromatographic determination of the consumption of reactants.g Thermal bromination with gas-chromatographic
determination of products.

Figure 3. Plot used to determine the rate constant ratiok1/k2 from
RR(B)/GC photobromination experiments atT ) (310 ( 3) K.

k1 ) (2.8( 0.1)× 1013 exp[(-47.6( 0.3) kJ mol-1/RT]

cm3 mol-1 s-1 (T ) 293-785 K)

Figure 4. Temperature dependence of the rate constant for reaction 1
by results from absolute and relative-rate kinetics experiments. Data
designated with filled circles have been derived by kinetic and
thermochemical parameters reported in the literature (see text).
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of the overlapping temperature ranges, from which the standard
reaction enthalpy of

is obtained by using tabulated enthalpy increments44 (the
standard state refers to 1 bar and 298.15 K). The reaction
enthalpy is resolved to

by making use of the ab initio value of∆fH°298(CH2ClBr) )
(-48.1( 2.5) kJ mol-1 from Espinosa-Garcı´a and Do´bé45 (see
Discussion) and other auxiliary enthalpies of formation.44

In the third law calculation, the free energy change for the
reaction has been obtained from the equilibrium constant,K1

) k1/k-1, at the medium temperature ofT ) 600 K yielding
∆rG°600(1) ) -RTln K1 ) (16.7( 1.23) kJ mol-1. Temperature
correction to 298 K is done by means of auxiliary enthalpy44,45

and entropy46 data providing the third law enthalpy of formation
value of

The agreement between the second law and third law results
is acceptable; we prefer, however, the second law value for
reasons given in section 6.1.

5. Computational Results

5.1. Structural Parameters and Vibrational Frequencies.
On tracing the minimal energy path, we have located the
following stationary structures at the MP2)FULL/6-31G(d,p)
theoretical level: one hydrogen bonded complex (RHB) formed
between the reactants Br and CH2ClBr, the reaction saddle point
(SP), and one hydrogen bonded complex (PHB) formed between
the products CHClBr and HBr. The RHB and PHB complexes
are minima on the potential energy surface with eigenvalues of
the Hessian matrix that are all positive. The saddle point has
one negative eigenvalue and, therefore, one imaginary frequency
associated with the breaking and forming bonds. The geo-
metrical parameters and harmonic vibrational frequencies for
all stationary points are summarized in Table 3. It is well-known
that MP2 theory overestimates the vibrational frequencies;
therefore the computed values were scaled by 0.95.47 The
theoretical structural parameters and vibrational frequencies
agree reasonably well with the scarce experimental data avail-
able48,49 (see in Table 3).

The RHB complex was located on the PES with a Br‚‚‚H
distance of 2.926 Å. The C-H stretching frequency is practically
unchanged compared with that in the CH2ClBr molecule, which
may question the real existence of this complex. The saddle
point properties show characteristics of a “late” transition state.
This is the expected behavior that would follow from Ham-
mond’s postulate since the Br+ CH2ClBr (1) reaction is
significantly endothermic. The length of the C-H bond that is
being broken increases by 35%, while the length of the H-Br
bond that is being formed is larger by only 9% with respect to
the CH2ClBr and HBr molecules, respectively. The PHB
complex has a C‚‚‚H bond length of 2.469 Å and a C‚‚‚H‚‚‚Br
angle of 180°. The lowest frequencies for this product’s complex
exhibit extremely small values which suggest a very flat surface.
In the PHB complex we find that the stretching frequency of
HBr (2773 cm-1) is shifted to lower frequency by 43 cm-1,
and it increases in intensity from 9.4 to 154.0 km mol-1. This
is the expected behavior of a typical hydrogen bonded system.

5.2. Relative Energies and Reaction-Path Analysis.The
electronic energy changes,∆E, and the enthalpy changes,∆H°0

and ∆H°298, are listed in Table 4 estimated at the theoretical
levels 0-III. Note that∆H°0 is the∆E corrected for zero-point
energy, and∆H°298 includes the thermal correction to 298 K.
Their accuracy depends on several factors: level of calculation
(correlation energy+ basis set), spin projection, quality of the
thermal corrections, basis set superposition error, and spin-
orbit (s-o) coupling. In order to facilitate the discussions below,
the zeros of energies and enthalpies have been chosen as
follows: RHB, relative to reactants Br+ CH2ClB; SP and PHB,
relative to products, CHClBr+ HBr.

We analyze first the reaction enthalpies because this may give
an insight to the different factors that affect the accuracy of the
theoretical results. A direct comparison of theory with experi-
ment is not possible for the reaction Br+ CH2ClBr T CHClBr
+ HBr (1, -1) because it is well-known that relativistic effects
have to be included in theoretical calculations with heavy atoms
due to s-o coupling50 and an exhaustive relativistic study is
beyond the scope of this work. As an approximation to include
the s-o effect, one-third of the energy splitting between theJ
) 1/2 andJ ) 3/2 states of2P atomic bromine have been added
to the theoretical reaction enthalpies.51,52 Thus, the corrected
theoretical reaction enthalpy,∆rHcorr, is obtained from the
expression

TABLE 3: Structural Parameters and Vibrational
Frequencies for Reactants, Products, Saddle Point and
Hydrogen Bonded Complexes for Reaction (1,-1)a

a Computed at the (R-U)MP2)FULL/6-31G(d,p) level.b Distances
are given in angstroms, angles in degrees, frequencies in cm-1, thermal
corrections for 298 K (TC) and zero-point energies (ZPE) in kJ mol-1.
c Experimental bond distances:RCH ) 1.115 Å (assumed),RCBr ) 1.928
Å, RCCl ) 1.755 Å, ∠HCBr ) 109.3° (ref 71). d Experimental
frequencies: 1196, 866 cm-1 (ref 49). e Experimental values:RHBr )
1.414 Å, frequency 2649 cm-1 (ref 48). f Hydrogen bonded complex
formed between the reactants, Br and CH2ClBr. g Reaction saddle point.
h Hydrogen bonded complex formed between the products, CHClBr
and HBr.

∆rH
corr ) ∆rH

theo+ (1/3)[E(2P1/2) - E(2P3/2)]

∆rH°298(1) ) (40.4( 0.4) kJ mol-1

∆fH°298(CHClBr) ) (140.4( 2.0) kJ mol-1

∆fH°298(CHClBr) ) (136.7( 2.8) kJ mol-1
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where it is assumed that s-o effects are completely quenched
in molecules. The two low-lying electronic states of bromine
atom, 2P1/2 and 2P3/2, are separated by 3685.2 cm-1 (ref 48),
and, therefore, the correction for∆rHtheo amounts to 14.6 kJ
mol-1.

When this s-o effect is included in the reaction enthalpies
at 298 K listed in Table 4, the lowest level MP2 value becomes
overestimated. The agreement with experiment improves when
more correlation is included (levels I and II) and larger basis
sets are used, with the G2 method showing the best agreement,
46.4 kJ mol-1 vs 40.4( 0.4 kJ mol-1 (see also section 6.2 for
further discussion).

To present the barrier heights, we list them for the reverse
reaction CHClBr+ HBr (-1) in Table 4. The reaction between
CHClBr and HBr is substantially exothermic and, similarly to
the reactions of other carbon-centered free radicals with HBr,
possesses small barrier. The computed classical barrier heights
show a large scatter ranging from-2.1 to 11.3 kJ mol-1. We
give preference, albeit somewhat arbitrarily, to the G2 result
(level III). Thus, the barriers for the forward (1) and reverse
(-1) reactions are 49.4 and 2.9 kJ mol-1, respectively. The G2
method is preferred because it has been tested and validated to
provide reliable saddle point energies for a wide range of
reactions.32,33

As mentioned, the hydrogen-bridged complexes, RHB and
PHB, are true local minima on the PES at the MP2 level. The
energy and enthalpy data in Table 4 indicate, however, that the
reactants’ complex, RHB, may not be stable. The PHB complex,
formed between the products, shows stability but just by a few
kJ mol-1, and inclusion of ZPE and TC corrections make its
energy well even shallower. The small stabilization energies
cast doubt on the mere existence of the complex that might be
just an artifact due to basis-set superposition error (BSSE). (For
a further discussion of the hydrogen bonded complexes see
section 6.2.)

The reaction-path analysis has been carried out on data
estimated at the MP2/6-31G(d,p) level (energies, gradients, and

Hessians). Figure 5 shows the classical energy along the MEP,
VMEP, the ground-state vibrationally adiabatic potential energy
curve, ∆Va

G, and the change in the local zero-point energy,
∆ZPE, as a function ofs over the range-1.0 to +1.0 bohr.
Note that the level of zero is at the reactants, Br+ CH2ClBr,
for all these functions (s ) -∞).

In order to improve the energy description of the reaction
path at the MP2 level (level 0), higher-level ab initio calculations
would be required. However, given that two Br atoms and one
Cl atom are involved in this reaction, the use of higher-level
ab initio calculations for the complete calculation of the reaction
path, and the calculation of the energy second derivatives along
the path, are practically prohibitive. Thus, we have used an
economical alternative, which has been previously used for other
hydrogen abstraction reactions with good results.53,54Therefore,
in our present case, the alternative to improve the energy
description of the reaction is to scale the MP2 results to
reproduce the highest level used (G2), employing a factor of

where∆E is the barrier height at each level. At the saddle point,
s ) 0, the barrier height is that of the highest level, level III.
This factor is 0.583.

5.3. Rate Constants for Reactions 1 and-1. In the
canonical version of VTST, CVT, the dividing surface is varied
along the reaction path to minimize the rate constants, obtaining
the generalized transition state (GTS) at the values*. Thermo-
dynamically, the minimum rate constant criterion is equivalent
to maximizing the generalized standard-state free energy of
activation, ∆GGT,°(T,s), eq III. Therefore, the effects of the
potential energy, entropy, and temperature on the location of
this GTS must be considered. In order to make comparisons,
we have computed rate constants for both the forward (1) and
reverse (-1) reactions by using the classical TST approach,
k(TST), and its variational version,k(CVT), and by inclusion
of small-curvature tunneling correction,k(CVT/SCT). These rate
constants are listed in Table 5 over the temperature range 200-
1000 K.

6. Discussion

6.1. Thermochemistry of Reaction 1. The theoretical
enthalpy of formation for the CH2ClBr molecule we used in
our derivations (section 4.2:∆fH°298 (CH2ClBr) ) -48.1 (
2.5 kJ mol-1 45) appears to be the best datum reported in the
literature. Published values range from-37.7 kJ mol-1 55 to
-45.0 kJ mol-1, where the latter is given by Gurvich et al.56

TABLE 4: Relative Energies and Enthalpies Computed at
Different Theoretical Levelsa

levelb RHBc SPd PHBe (CHClBr + HBr)f

∆Eg

0 -4.2 5.0 -11.7 58.2
I 0.4 -2.1 -9.2 54.0
II 1.7 11.3 -5.0 55.7
III 3.3 2.9 -1.3 46.5

∆H°0
h

0 -2.9 5.0 -9.2 38.1
I 1.7 -2.1 -6.7 34.3
II 2.5 11.3 -2.9 35.6
III 0.4 4.2 -4.6 28.9

∆H°298
i

0 -5.0 3.8 -7.5 38.1
I -0.4 -3.8 -5.0 34.3
II 0.4 10.0 -1.3 35.6
III 0.8 0.4 -3.8 31.8

a Values are given in kJ mol-1 and do not include correction for
s-o effect.b Level 0: MP2 theory. Level I: PMP4 theory. Level II:
CCSD(T) theory. Level III: G2 theory.c Hydrogen bonded complex
formed between the reactants Br and CH2ClBr. Energies and enthalpies
are given relative to reactants.d Reaction saddle point. Energies and
enthalpies are given relative to products, CHClBr+ HBr. e Hydrogen
bonded complex formed between the products CHClBr and HBr.
Energies and enthalpies are given relative to products.f Energies and
enthalpies are given relative to reactants, Br+ CH2ClBr. g Electronic
energy change.h Enthalpy change atT ) 0 K. i Enthalpy change atT
) 298 K.

Figure 5. Classical potential energy along the minimal energy path
(VMEP), zero-point energy curve (∆ZPE), and ground-state vibrationally
adiabatic potential energy curve (∆Va

G) with respect to the reactants
as a function of the reaction coordinate,s.

F ) ∆E(level 0,s ) 0)/∆E(level III, s ) 0)
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NIST Webbook reports (-20( 7) kJ mol-1 citing Skorobogatov
et al.57 The theoretical enthalpy is preferred because, after a
detailed search in the literature, we had been unable to trace
back any of the reported experimental values to real experi-
mental (e.g., calorimetric) determinations and the reported data
show large scatter; moreover, the computations performed with
different high-level methods provided∆fH°298 (CH2ClBr) in
good agreement.45

The kinetic data determined by us for the forward reaction
(1) and those reported by Seetula for the reverse reaction (-1)16

are both believed to be of high quality that cover a wide
temperature range. Both sets of rate constants obey the Arrhenius
law and their temperature range overlap in a substantial region
even close to room temperature. Therefore, the Arrhenius
activation energies determined from the experiments are valid
atT ) 298 K as well. This allows equating the standard reaction
enthalpy directly, without the involvement ofany thermochemi-
cal data:

The reaction enthalpy thus obtained is in very good agreement
with that of the second law derivation in section 4.2,∆rH°298(1)
) (40.4 ( 0.4) kJ mol-1. This good agreement is one of the
reasons why we prefer the second law result of∆fH°298(CHClBr)

) (140.42( 2.02) kJ mol-1 (section 4.2). In the third law
procedure we have calculated∆fH°298 (CHClBr) ) (136.7(
2.8) kJ mol-1, which we believe less accurate because of the
likely uncertainties of the entropy values in the calculations.
(The uncertainty is reflected by the available standard entropy
values ofS°298(CH2ClBr) ) 286.4916 and 287.78556 J mol-1

K-1 as well asS°298(CHClBr) ) 29416 and 291.70070 J mol-1

K-1).
The recommended standard enthalpy of formation of radical

CHClBr from our current work is

with a proposed accuracy that is believed to be valid at the 95%
confidence level. With this enthalpy of formation the standard
reaction enthalpy is∆rH°298(1) ) (40 ( 4) kJ mol-1.

The∆fH°298 value we recommend for the CHClBr radical is
somewhat lower than the theoretical value of Espinosa-Garcı´a
and Dóbé45 (146.9 ( 6.3 kJ mol-1) and the experimental
estimate of Seetula16 (143 ( 6 kJ mol-1), but they all agree if
their uncertainties are considered.

6.2. Kinetics and Molecular Mechanism of Reaction (1,
-1). Kinetics.The experimental rate constants for the reaction
of Br atoms with CH2ClBr lie on the same straight line in a ln
k1 vs 1/T Arrhenius plot in a wide range of temperatures
determined from both relative-rate and absolute kinetics mea-
surements (Figure 4). While such an agreement between the
LP and RR results is not expected to be fortuitous, a possible
source of systematic errors is worth considering.

All the k1 values in the lower-temperature regime (between
293 and 583 K) were determined relative to the reference
reaction Br+ neo-C5H12 (2). Thus, any error ink2 would appear
in the rate constant of the studied reaction too. Note that the
absolute reaction kinetics studies for reaction 2 were carried
out at high temperature (T ) 688-775 K)21 and an extrapolation
of high-temperature kinetic data to low temperatures is fraught
with uncertainties. In order to derive a set of independentk1

values we have utilized the rate constant expression that we
determined in a previous relative-rate kinetic investigation:58

k5/k1 ) (1.6( 0.2) exp[(-15.2( 0.3) kJ mol-1/RT] cm3 mol-1

s-1 (T ) 353-410 K).

Rate constants for the reverse reaction (-5) are available from
absolute kinetic measurements reported in the literature.16 Taking
this kinetic information, and making use of the thermochemistry
of reaction 5 with parameters from refs 45 and 59,k5 is obtained
as a function of temperature.60 Thus, thek5/k1 ratio can be
resolved tok1 values that are also plotted in Figure 4 for
visualization. The rate constants derived in this way display an
excellent agreement with the experimental results from the
current work, but they were not included in the estimation of
the kinetic parameters.

As far as we are aware, there has been no prior kinetic
investigation of reaction 1 either experimentally, apart from our
own relative-rate study58 (see above), or theoretically applying
the direct dynamics approach. The experimental and theoretical
rate constants from the present work are compared in Table 5
and Figure 6.

Theory predicts significantly smaller rate constants for the
reaction Br+ CH2ClBr (1) compared with experiment, and the
deviation increases with decreasing temperature as seen, e.g.,
by the rate constant ratios ofk1(expt)/k1(CVT/SCT)) 4.2, 21.8,
and 45.5 obtained atT ) 750, 400, and 300 K, respectively.

TABLE 5: Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical
Rate Constants for the Forward (1) and Reverse (-1)
Reactionsa

T
(K) k(TST) k(CVT)

k(CVT)/
k(TST) k(CVT/SCT) k(expt)

Reaction Br+ CH2ClBr (1)b

200 2.3× 10-1 3.0× 10-2 0.13 1.0× 10-1

250 1.1× 102 2.2× 101 0.19 4.8× 101 3.2× 103

300 7.8× 103 1.9× 103 0.25 3.3× 103 1.5× 105

350 1.6× 105 4.9× 104 0.30 7.2× 104 2.2× 106

400 1.7× 106 5.8× 105 0.35 7.8× 105 1.7× 107

450 1.1× 107 4.2× 106 0.38 5.2× 106 8.4× 107

500 5.0× 107 2.0× 107 0.41 2.5× 107 3.0× 108

550 1.8× 108 7.8× 107 0.45 9.0× 107 8.5× 108

600 5.2× 108 2.3× 108 0.45 2.7× 108 2.0× 109

650 1.3× 109 6.0× 108 0.45 6.6× 108 4.2× 109

700 3.0× 109 1.4× 109 0.49 1.6× 109 7.9× 109

720 4.0× 109 1.9× 109 0.48 2.1× 109 9.9× 109

750 6.0× 109 3.0× 109 0.50 3.3× 109 1.4× 1010

780 9.0× 109 4.5× 109 0.49 4.8× 109 1.8× 1010

800 1.1× 1010 5.8× 109 0.51 6.0× 109 2.2× 1010

1000 8.4× 1010 4.5× 1010 0.53 4.6× 1010

Reaction CHClBr+ HBr (-1)c

200 1.1× 1010 1.4× 109 0.13 4.9× 109

250 1.7× 1010 3.2× 109 0.19 7.2× 109

300 2.3× 1010 5.7× 109 0.25 9.6× 109 1.1× 1010

350 2.9× 1010 9.0× 109 0.31 1.3× 1010 1.8× 1010

400 3.6× 1010 1.3× 1010 0.35 1.7× 1010 2.5× 1010

450 4.4× 1010 1.7× 1010 0.38 2.1× 1010 3.3× 1010

500 5.2× 1010 2.1× 1010 0.40 2.6× 1010 4.1× 1010

550 6.0× 1010 2.6× 1010 0.44 3.1× 1010 4.9× 1010

600 7.2× 1010 3.2× 1010 0.45 3.7× 1010 5.7× 1010

650 8.4× 1010 3.9× 1010 0.46 4.4× 1010 6.4× 1010

700 9.6× 1010 4.6× 1010 0.48 5.1× 1010 7.2× 1010

750 1.1× 1011 5.5× 1010 0.51 5.9× 1010 7.9× 1010

800 1.3× 1011 6.6× 1010 0.52 6.6× 1010 8.6× 1010

1000 2.0× 1011 1.1× 1011 0.55 1.1× 1011

a Rate constants are in cm3 mol-1 s-1. b The experimental rate
constants are obtained by the recommendedk1 expression from the
current work determined in the temperature range 293-785 K. c The
experimental rate constants are obtained by thek-1 expression reported
by Seetula16 in the temperature range 414-787 K.

∆rH°298(1) ) EA,1 - EA,-1 ) (47.6( 0.3)- (8.2( 0. 3))

(39.4( 1.0) kJ mol-1

∆fH°298(CHClBr) ) (140( 4) kJ mol-1

Br + CH3Br T CH2Br + HBr (5, -5)
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Moreover, the computed rate constants show a concave upward
curvature in lnk1 vs 1/T plots at high temperatures, while the
experimental results are described by the simple Arrhenius law
in the temperature range studied (see Figure 4). The curvature
can be characterized by the phenomenological activation energy
of E1(CVT/SCT)) RT2[∂ ln k1(CVT/SCT)/∂T] ) 63.7 kJ mol-1

(T ) 750 K), which is to be compared with the recommended
experimental activation energy ofEA,1 ) (47.6( 0.3) kJ mol-1

(T ) 293-785 K). Some upward curvature of the Arrhenius
graph is spotted also by the experimental data determined from
the highest temperature studies. The deviation from linearity
is, however, small; the activation energy derivable from the LP/
RF experiments alone is only∼3 kJ mol-1 larger than the
recommended value (see section 4.1).

The reverse reaction CHClBr+ HBr (-1), as noted (section
4.2), was studied experimentally by Seetula,16 who employed
the LP/PIMS absolute reaction kinetics method. We have
computed rate constants for this reverse reaction as well that
are compared with the experimental ones also in Table 5 and
Figure 6. The agreement in this case is much better, the rate
constant ratios being, for example,k-1(expt)/k-1(CVT/SCT))
1.4, 1.5, and 1.5 atT ) 750, 400, and 300 K, respectively.
Importantly, the temperature dependence of the reaction of
CHClBr with HBr has been found small, but definitely positive
both in the experiments and by our reaction rate theory
computations.

While we believe that the above agreement is remarkable,
we do not think that our current result has direct implication
concerning the debate over the question of “negative activation
energies” of the R+ HBr reactions (R is hydrocarbon free
radical, CH3, C2H5, etc.). This question has come again in the
limelight of interest not only for experimentalists9-12 but also
for theoreticians.13-15 In our opinion, the disparity among the
different groups has not been resolved yet: further experimental
studies in very wide temperature ranges and preferably using
different techniques, as well as very high level quantum
chemical and rate theory computations, are required to provide
a conclusive answer.

The perplexing result from our current work is that theory
agrees on average much better with experimental results for the
reverse reaction (-1) than for the forward reaction (1). This
may indicate that the thermochemistry in the theory is not
correct. All we can state with certainty is, however, that there
is an inconsistency in the computed and experimentally esti-
mated thermochemistry of the reaction. AtT ) 298 K the

apparent activation energies for the forward and reverse reactions
areE1(CVT/SCT) ) 57.1 kJ mol-1 andE-1(CVT/SCT) ) 6.7
kJ mol-1, respectively. Their difference gives a “second law”
standard reaction enthalpy of 50.4 kJ mol-1 (this estimation
ignores that tunneling effects are present in the theoretical
apparent activation energies). This reaction enthalpy is in
accordance with that obtained with the G2 theory when s-o
effects were taken into account:∆rH°298(1) ) 46.4 kJ mol-1

(see section 5.2). The 50.4 kJ mol-1 standard reaction enthalpy,
in turn, translates to∆fH°298(CHClBr) ) 150.4 kJ mol-1, which
agrees well with the result of an independent ab initio computa-
tion, ∆fH°298(CHClBr) ) 146.9( 6.3 kJ mol-1,45 but it is about
10 and 7 kJ mol-1 larger than the experimental estimation from
the current work and by Seetula,16 respectively.

The computedk1(CVT/SCT) rate constants can be brought
close to the experimental values by applying a scaling factor
of exp(8 kJ mol-1/RT). This may indicate that it is the barrier
of the PES that may have been overestimated in computing the
rate constant for the reaction of Br atoms with CH2ClBr.
Reduction of the barrier height by 8 kJ mol-1 would result,
however, in a barrier close to or below zero for the reverse
reaction, in disagreement with the activation energy determined
experimentally.16

We have applied the small-curvature tunneling approach
(SCT), contrary to reaction (1,-1) presenting a heavy-light-
heavy mass combination that is generally believed to be more
adequately treated by using large-curvature tunneling (LCT)
methods. Application of the latter method is, however, com-
putationally very demanding (for current improved versions of
the LCT method see, e.g., refs 61 and 62). Moreover, the
experimental rate constants in Arrhenius plots (see Figure 6)
show no curvature, therefore any indication for a significant
tunneling effect. It is noted also that an inappropriate tunnel-
ing correction would not explain the disparity between experi-
ment and theory since it would affect both the forward and
reverse reaction rate constants the same way. An augmented
tunneling transmission coefficient would increase thek1 rate
constant, but, at the same time, thek-1 rate constant would also
increase.

The deviation between the experimentally measured and
computed rate constants for the forward Br+ CH2ClBr (1)
reaction is the largest at low temperatures. In the low-
temperature experiments Br atoms were produced by the
photolysis of Br2. In the photolysis, besides ground-state Br
atoms, spin-orbit-excited Br* atoms are also formed. Thus, the
formation of Br* may be considered to give rise to an
overestimation of the experimental rate constants. The low-
temperature photolysis experiments with Br2 were, however,
always carried out in 1.0 bar of He, which greatly facilitated
the relaxation of Br* to Br. (The relaxation is known to be fast
even with the low collision efficiency He atoms.63) Moreover,
the stationary concentration of bromine atoms in the photolysis
system is thought to be determined essentially by the fast chain-
carrier reactions R+ Br2 f RBr + Br (R ) CHClBr andneo-
C5H11) in which ground-state Br atoms are formed. That is, Br*
probably does not play a role in the formation of the photo-
bromination products.

In summary, at present we cannot offer a conclusive reason
to explain the deviation between experiment and theory in our
current work. The discrepancy can be due to experiment and/
or theoretical deficiencies. Further experiments and theoretical
studies are required to resolve the disagreement and also to
explain why the theoretical Arrhenius plots fork1 andk-1 predict
more curvature than determined experimentally.

Figure 6. Comparison of experimental and theoretical rate constants
for the reactions Br+ CH2ClBr (1) and CHClBr+ HBr (-1) (for
abbreviations see text).
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Mechanism.The generalized normal mode vibrational analysis
as shown in Figure 7, together with the reaction-path analysis
in Figure 5, provides insight to some of the dynamic features
of the reaction of Br atoms with CH2ClBr and its reverse, the
reaction of CHClBr with HBr. The frequency of the normal
mode related to the breaking (C-H)/forming (Br-H) bonds
drops dramatically near the saddle point (reactiVe mode). This
mode presents a widening of the vibrational well, an effect that
has also been found in other reactions with a small skew angle.64

The two lowest vibrational frequencies along the reaction-path
(transitional modes) correspond to the transformation of free
rotations or free translations into vibrational motions. Their
frequencies tend asymptotically to zero at the reactant and
product limits showing flat maxima in the saddle point zone.
Therefore, the behavior of these transitional modes in the saddle
point region only partially compensates the fall in the ZPE
caused by the reactive mode, and as a result, the ZPE shows
noticeable changes withs (Figure 5).

Bottleneck properties of the reaction, determined with the
CVT approach, show the location of the generalized transition
state to be away from the saddle point, from 0.452 to 0.344
bohr, over the temperature range 200-1000 K. Thus, the
variational effects are important, as defined by the ratio of the
variational CVT and conventional TST rate constants. As seen
in Table 5, thek(CVT)/k(TST) ratios vary between 0.13 and
0.55 in the temperature range between 200 and 1000 K. The
variational effect increases with decreasing temperature, and it
is the same for the forward and reverse reactions as expected.
In the case of the low-barrier reverse reaction (-1), the entropy
contribution dominates over the energy contribution, and this
is responsible for the variational effect observed.

At mapping the PES of the reaction, we have found two
hydrogen bonded complexes at the MP2 level of theory: one
in the entrance valley (RHB) and a second one at the product
side (PHB). Hydrogen bonded complexes play an important role
in the kinetics and dynamics of a great number of reactions as
it has been thoroughly presented in recent review articles of
the subject.65,66 This is particularly so for reactions of polar
molecules of atmospheric importance,65,66 but “prereaction” H
bonded complexes may affect the kinetics behavior of even
large-barrier reactions by increasing the tunneling effect.67 We
believe, however, that one must be cautious when attributing
kinetic features to the role of loosely bound molecular complexes
that have been estimated at a low theoretical level and are
characterized by only small stabilization energy (i.e., if∆E is

less than about 4-6 kJ mol-1). Theoretical scrutiny may reveal
such complexes to be just computational artifacts, as that had
been shown, e.g., for the reactions CH2Br + HBr68 and CH3Br
+ HBr.14 In the Computational Results section we have already
demonstrated that complex RHB is, in reality, unstable. Complex
PHB (CHClBr‚‚‚HBr) appeared to be a real entity by structural
and energy results. A possible reason that may give rise to an
artificial minimum on the PES is the basis-set superposition
error. Thus, we have examined BSSE on complex PHB by using
the counterpoise method of Boys and Bernardi.69 Because of
the very high computational cost for the highest levels (I, II,
and III) we have calculated the BSSE at level 0 and assumed
only 50% of the computed value for the higher levels. With
this correction, we conclude that the stability of the PHB
complex also disappears at all levels analyzed.
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